Day
Month Year
Time of Call
Incident Number
X Coordinate
Y Coordinate
Unitary Authority
Ward
Origin of Call
Incident Category
Property Category
Property Type
Is Primary Fire ~
Cause of Fire ~
Is Property Derelict? ~
Is Property Occupied at the Incident? *
Property Normally Occupied? *
Is Fire Confined to Chimney? ~
How Fire Was Discovered? *
Main Cause of Fire *
Ignition Source *
Ignition Source Powered *
Item First Damaged *
Item Responsible for Spread of Fire *
Main action by Other Than FRS *
Main Action by FRS *
Special Service Type #
Road Traffic Collision @
False Alarm Reason ^
Were Alarm Systems Present? *
Victims Involved? @
No. of fatalities
No. of fire fatalities
No. of injuries
No. of rescues

Day of the month that the incident happened
Month and year that the incident happened
Time of day the incident happened
AF&RSs incident number - each incident has a unique number
6 digit coordinate with last two digits removed - allows incident to be mapped to 100m2
6 digit coordinate with last two digits removed - allows incident to be mapped to 100m2
The Unitary Authority area where the incident happened
The Ward area where the incident happened
How AFRS was notified of the incident
Incidents are either Fires, False Alarms or Special Service Calls (anything other than a fire or an alarm)
The overall type of property that we attended
The detailed type of property that we attended
A primary fire is a fire in a building or a vehicle that was fit for use before ignition, or any fire that was attended by five or more fire pumping appliances
For fires we record what we suspect the cause to be. This will either be Deliberate, Accidental or Unknown
Whether the property was fit for use at time of ignition
Whether the property was occupied at the time of ignition
Whether the property was normally occupied at any part of the day at time of ignition
Whether the fire started in the chimney and was confined to the chimney
What way the fire was discovered
What the detailed cause of the fire is
What item or thing caused the fire to ignite
What fuel powered the ignition source
What item was first to be damaged by the fire
What item, if any, was responsible for the spread of the fire
What, if any, was the main course of action to fight the fire by other than fire service personnel
What, if any, was the main course of action to fight the fire by fire service personnel
What is the type of Special Service Call (incident other than a fire or alarm)
Whether the incident was due or partly due to a road traffic collision
What the type of alarm is
Whether there was an alarm system present in the building where the incident happened
Whether the incident involved any victims? (alarm incidents will not have victims)

* Denotes only answered for primary fires
# Denotes only answered for Special Service Calls (incidents that are not fires or alarms)

^ Denotes only answered for Alarm incidents
@ Denotes only answered for fires or special service calls
~ Denotes only answered for fires
Subset of No. of fatalities
Taken from British Coordinates system - British National Grid

